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The Importance of Being Poirot
Jeremy BlAck
Publication Date: SePtember
200 pages, 6” x 9”
Hardback ISbN: 978-1-58731-427-8
$30.00 trade
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-425-4 $20.00 trade
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-426-1
$20.00 trade
Categories: LIterary CrItICISm; euroPeaN HIStory; bIograPHy/LIterary FIgureS
written by the renowned British historian who has been described as both utterly thorough and humanely delicate, Jeremy Black offers a guided tour through the mind of Agatha christie and life during the great world wars.
His incomparable treatment of literary craft developing alongside global military engagement nearly overshadows the natural draw of the crime drama that is the subject of his book. indeed, the “prurience and sensationalism”
of crime is not as exciting as Black’s aptitude for drawing the reality from the fiction (and periphery sources), giving christie a much louder voice than she might ever have dreamed. if christie is also moralist and mirror to her
times, Black here plays his part as the detective and reveals layers of previously unmined truths in her stories.
Hercule Poirot as a character is masterfully imagined, but Black shows us how he is inseparable from
christie’s turbulent and changing world. He also illuminates significant social commentary in christie’s fiction,
and in so doing Black often uses his authority to vindicate christie’s work from hastily, at times stupidly, applied
labels and interpretations. He is especially magnificent in his chapters, “Xenophobia” and “the Sixties.” Black nevertheless gives due recognition to christie’s critics when they have something relevant and reasonable to say, and
hence the reader finds yet another service in Black’s comprehensive review of the reviewers over the expanse of
christie’s writing career.
For all this, Black proves himself to be a worthy history-teller because he can aptly ‘detect’ the meaning of stories that seeks to answer the past and guide the present. His erudition runs much deeper than his ability to navigate the stores of resources available on the subject, and the reader gets a glimpse of this early on when in the introduction he proffers his own defense for writing about the importance of a Hercule Poirot. Black writes, “the notion
of crime had a moral component from the outset, and notably so in terms of the struggle between good and evil,
and in the detection of the latter. indeed, it is this detection that is the basis of the most powerful strand of detection story, because evil disguises its purposes. it has to do so in a world and humanity made fundamentally benign
and moral by god.” the golden Age of detective novels represents much more than a triumph of a literary genre.
it is in its own right a story of how the challenge to address the problem of evil was accepted. its convergence with
the plot-rich narrative of the twentieth century in the modern age renders Black’s account a thrilling masterpiece,
seducing historians to read fiction and crime junkies to read more history.

author bio:
Jeremy Black is emeritus professor of history (university of exeter) and prolific writer in the areas of eighteenth
century British, european and American political, diplomatic and military history. Some of his recent work
includes George III: Madness and Majesty (2020) and England in the Age of Shakespeare (2019). He is also a senior fellow
at the center for the Study of America and the west at the Foreign Policy research institute (Philadelphia).
Comparable titles:
Jeremy Black, The World of James Bond: The Lives and Times of 007
Jeremy Black, George III: Madness and Majesty
Jeremy Black, A Short History of Britain
Jeremy Black, England in the Age of Shakespeare
Jeremy Black, England in the Age of Austen
Joseph Bottum, The Decline of the Novel
marvin r. O’connell, Telling Stories that Matter: Memoirs and Essays
Haia Shpayer-makov, The Ascent of the Detective: Police Sleuths in Victorian and Edwardian England
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Slave State
rereading orwell’s 1984
DAviD lOwentHAl
Publication Date: oCtober
112 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-843-6 $14 trade
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-844-3
$14 trade
Categories: PHILoSoPHy/geNeraL; PoLItICaL SCIeNCe/PoLItICaL IDeoLogIeS/CommuNISm;
LIterary CrItICISm
David lowenthal transposes present society onto that in the novel, 1984, and illustrates “how the quest for a perfect society led instead to the worst––in the course of revolting against which the true ends of life are established.”
it is more than suspicion: the year 2021 is 1984. what many understand by instinct, lowenthal here articulates in
clear terms using the political prophesy of this no longer futuristic literature. to be one without truthful unity?
this is the picture of human brotherhood ushering in the only thing worse than inequality––enslavement.
there is no positive political message in 1984, argues lowenthal, but there is positive moral message that is
nearly always overlooked by commentators. “through the movement of the novel, Orwell tries to impress on the
passions, hearts and minds of his readers the most valuable lessons concerning the right and wrong way to live.
with the decline of christianity’s influence in forming the moral sense of the west and the concomitant increase
in power hunger, wielding instruments born of modern enlightenment, what mankind most needed was moral
guidance, conveyed not abstractly, through philosophy, but in such a way as to grip the whole soul.”
But can Orwell be trusted as a guide to the goodness in human nature? lowenthal says he can be, and more.
He gives us a sketch of the intellectual process that compels Orwell to ultimately outgrow marxism, his detection
and rejection of totalitarian regimes (above all in communism), and in what way the principles of liberalism of his
day were given warning labels by a writer who was not a formally educated political philosopher. laced with relativism, any current of thought that does not acknowledge the proper ends of man will be effaced by the next master of the masses. lowenthal echoes Orwell when he says, “we have abandoned inculcating good citizenship, higher ideals and a sense of personal worth in the schools, encouraging instead an aimless low-level conformist ‘individuality’ just waiting to be harnessed together and directed. given these conditions, can we be sure we have left
the conditions to the horrors of 1984 far behind as mere fiction?”
Orwell and lowenthal are unlikely co-collaborators, unless one perceives how much alike in their exhortations to fellow man they are. the steady tenor of their hard warning is made possible by a hope-soaked confidence
that, in utter sobriety, is repulsed by anything that threatens human freedom and dignity. this book is required
reading for anyone who believes in the return of socialism. indeed, any recent university graduate should be
debriefed by lowenthal before entering the real world.

author bio:
David lowenthal is a retired professor of political philosophy, teaching for thirty-four years at Boston college, but
also at Harvard, wheaton and north carolina State. After retirement he briefly held the D’Alzon chair at
Assumption college. He is author of Present Dangers (Spence, 2009), Shakespeare’s Thought (lexington Books, 2017),
and The Mind and Art of Abraham Lincoln, Philosopher Statesman (lexington Books, 2012).
Comparable titles:
victor Davis Hanson, The Dying Citizen (Basic Books, 2021)
timothy Synder, On Tyranny: Twenty Lessons from the Twentieth Century (crown, 2017);
Arthur c. Brooks, Love Your Enemies: How Decent People Can Save American from the Culture of Contempt (Broadside
Books, 2019);
Patrick Deneen, Conserving America (St. Augustine’s Press);
David ramsay Steele, Orwell Your Orwell (St. Augustine’s Press, 2017);
Zbigniew Janowski, Homo Americanus: The Rise of Totalitarian Democracy in America (St. Augustine’s Press, 2021);
Alasdair macintyre, Marxism and Christianity (university of notre Dame Press, 1984
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Moling in Meditation
a Psalter for an early Irish monk
PAul murrAy, O.P.
Publication Date: November
90 pages, 4.5” x 7”
Hardback ISbN: 978-1-58731-519-0
$22 trade
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-520-6
$12 trade
Categories: Poetry/INSPIratIoNaL & reLIgIouS
Fr. Paul murray is a wildly popular poet and authority on mystical christian spirituality. His forthcoming collection of poems is, as the title suggests, inspired by the seventh-century irish version of Saint Francis of Assisi,
moling the monk. At home in ireland, moling still holds the admiration and imagination of the people, and its literature continues to be captivated by his influence and legend. Before Saint Francis, the “wren, a tiny fly, and a
fox” were already singing to and playfully antagonizing the irish moling.
murray’s poems are dedicated to moling, thoughtfully as a fellow ‘monk’ and wanderer in the woods and
seascapes, but also as an equally capable irish lyricist. murray remembers that even Seamus Heaney ascribed to
the early irish monks the ability to make “springwater music out of certain feelings in a way unmatched in any
other european language.” moling is a critical element of this tradition, and murray as a key component of its
present pays tribute to him in the most appropriate fashion––verses written in the acute, observant fondness of
small significant things. with murray, the reader imbibes the fresh air of moling’s natural world and soul, a rush
that is inseparably both vision and prayer: “Since, with the vain/ and with the vulgar,/ god has shared his bread/
and, through the poets/ and his saints, has said:/ ‘to me,/ nothing human is alien.’”

author bio:
Paul murray is an irish Dominican who is recognized as a pre-eminent contemporary catholic theologian, but also
universally as a renowned poet. He has published five collections of poetry and celebrated works in theology and
narrative intellectual and artistic history, including God’s Spies: Michelangelo, Shakespeare and Other Poets of Vision
(t&t clark, 2019). He teaches literature of the mystical tradition at the Angelicum university in rome.
Comparable titles:
Jane cartwright, Celtic Hagiography and Saints‘ Cults (university of chicago Press, 2003)
Oliver Davies, Celtic Christianity (university of chicago Press, 1996)
louise glück, The Wild Iris (ecco, 1993)
Paul murray, Scars: Essays, Poems and Meditations on Affliction (Bloomsbury, 2014)
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Camus‘ Plague
myth for our World
gene FenDt
Publication Date: oCtober
220 pages, 6” x 9”
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-106-2 $22.00 trade
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-107-9
$22.00 trade
Categories: LIterary CrItICISm; PHILoSoPHy/exISteNtIaLISm
A year into the global pandemic, gene Fendt repositions the attention of the western world on a literary classic
that bears a vital perspective. Presently, civilization cannot allow itself to think about being better. First it has to
survive. referencing thomas merton’s claim that camus’ fictional account is actually a “modern myth about the
destiny of man” and indication of the blight of “ambiguous and false explanations, interpretations, conventions,
justifications, legalizations, evasions which infect our struggling civilization,” Fendt makes the case that “modernity itself is a time of plague.”
Fendt asserts that perhaps “the originality of the modern plague is that most people admit of no symptoms.”
this chilling likeness to the asymptomatic covid-19 victim is but one of the images of what the plague stands for
in both the novel and contemporary society. the existentialist fiction of camus is unwrapped by Fendt’s fidelity
to realism and camus’ motivations as an artist. As camus calls nihilistic art and culture “barbaric,” Fendt calls the
barbarian a natural slave. if we are moved by the forces of powers that be without sense or knowledge of a proper
end, we too have been rendered worse than ignorant.
Beyond the presentation of The Plague as a myth, Fendt also provides generous insight into elements of this
work that give an autobiographical portrait of Albert camus´ artistic development. He provides an intelligent
challenge to labeling camus an atheist, if camus is truly the artist Fendt believes him to be. it is also an unlikely
but important contribution to the political philosophical study of solidarity.

author bio
gene Fendt is the Albertus magnus Professor of Philosophy at the university of nebraska, kearney, where he has
been teaching for over thirty years. He reads camus’ Plague every year alongside Hamlet, Aristotle’s Ethics and
kant’s Foundations in his introductory ethics course. He has published 6 other books and numerous articles on a
wide range of figures and issues including Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Anselm, Hume, kant, and kierkegaard, as
well as camus, Pinter, Stoppard and Shakespeare. He has also won a number of awards for creative writing in
poetry and playwrighting.
Comparable titles:
Françoise meltzer, Seeing Double: Baudelaire’s Modernity (university of chicago Press, 2011)
will morrisey, Herman Melville’s Ship of State (St. Augustine’s Press, 2019)
rené girard, A Theater of Envy (St. Augustine’s Press, 2004)
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God’s Poems
the beauty of Poetry and Christian Imagination
JOHn POcH
Publication Date: November
196 pages, 6” x 9”
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-342-4 $20.00 sp
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-346-2
$20.00 sp
Categories: LIterary CrItICISm/Poetry
Poetry is exciting, but elusive to most. this is troublesome for christians because the Bible, John Poch reminds us,
is largely composed of poetical verse. in God’s Poems, Poch re-introduces sacred text as purposefully poetic, and
explains what that means and invites the reader to with this insight live more thoughtfully and beautifully.
But that is not all. Poch as a well-established and regarded poet, turns his eye to contemporary poetry and vindicates its function in a “created and creative world.” today many have abandoned the genre as a wasteland of misguided voice that really has nothing to say. the poet is a truth-teller, and Poch as devoted writer, teacher, and believer
sends out a renewed call to turn to verse as a means of seeing oneself as god’s p`oeima, or poem (letter to ephesians).
the depth of self-knowing relates directly to an aptitude to engage the category of poetry at some level. A tragic void
is filled with Poch’s effort to exhort the reader to patiently reconnect with poetry even though it has been hijacked
by persons who want to be heard more than speak well. (this book is essential, therefore, for aspiring poets.)
For faithful readers or those seeking to return, Poch is a place to begin to understand contemporary writers
worth knowing and which poets of the past must remain with us. in virgilian fashion, he can see the panorama
behind him and that which lies immediately ahead and instills a recovered love of an eternal medium that will be
restored to a state of coherency and enlightened perspective. if Poch has faith in poetry it is because poetry is
indeed a source of faith. if Justin martyr claimed that everything that is true belongs to christians, Poch shows us
that everyone who speaks truth is to some degree a poet. even god with his revealed wisdom chooses poetry as
medium par excellence. it is essential to know how poetry works. “great poems that we consider literature give us
what we never expected. they go beyond the usefulness of conveying a feeling and unveiling beauty; and they
tell us who we are.”

author bio:
John Poch (PhD, university of texas) is President’s excellence research Professor in the creative writing program at
texas tech university and the author of six books of poetry and a number of other collaborative works. He has garnered much praise and many awards for his work, including the new criterion Prize, the Donald Justice Award for
Poetry, and a Fulbright core Scholar Fellowship to the university of Barcelona, where he taught American poetry.
His poems have appeared in journals such as Poetry, Paris Review, Yale Review, The Christian Century, and Image.
Comparable titles:
John Poch, Texases: Poems
John Poch, Fix Quiet
John Poch, Between Two Rivers
Stephanie Burt, Don't Read Poetry: A Book about How to Read Poems (Basic Books, 2019)
John larsen, Movies Are Prayers (IVP Books, 2017)
Adam kirsch, Who Wants to Be a Jewish Writer (Yale, 2019)
Bryan walpert, Poetry and Mindfulness: Interruption to a Journey (Palgrave MacMillan, 2017)
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The Sonnets of Rainer Maria Rilke
rAiner mAriA rilke
translated and introduced by rick Anthony Furtak
Publication Date: November
96 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-845-0 $13.00 sp
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-846-7
$13.00 sp
Categories: LIterary CrItICISm/Poetry; HIStory
romano guardini described rainer maria rilke as the “poet who had things of such importance to say about the
end of our own age [and] was also a prophet of things to come.” the complexity of rilke is, then, “highly relevant
to modern man.” Decades after guardini’s assessment, the reader who rediscovers rilke will find a depth of mind
and soul that display a profundity the post-modern reader only thinks he possesses.
in an expanded collection of rilke’s sonnets, rick Anthony Furtak not only makes this lyrical masterpiece
accessible to the english reader, but he proves himself a master of sorts as well. His introduction that elaborates
on rilke’s marriage of vision and voice, intention and enigma, haunted companionship and abandonment is a
stand-alone marvel for the reader. Furtak’s praised translation of Sonnets to Orpheus (university of chicago Press,
2008) is surpassed in this much broader collection of verse that also includes the original german text. it is Furtak’s
great achievement that rilke resonates with the contemporary reader, who uncertain and searching wants to
believe that the vision of existence can mirror much more than his own consciousness. in his feat of rendering rilke
in english, contextualizing the philosophical meanings of verse, and presenting literary romanticism, Furtak provides a formidable contribution to the vindication of true poetic voice.

author bio:
rick Anthony Furtak is Associate Professor of Philosophy at colorado college. He is the author of Wisdom in Love
(university of notre Dame Press, 2005) and Knowing Emotions (Oxford university Press, 2018), and the editor of
essay collections on kierkegaard and thoreau. His poetry, including translations, has appeared in such periodicals as Blue Unicorn, The Healing Muse, Illuminations (which nominated him for Pushcart Prize consideration), Janus
Head, The Lyric, The Raintown Review, and Southern Indiana Review, and the volume As a Patient Thinks about the
Desert (Atmosphere Press, 2021). He is Book Series editor for the newly launched Bloomsbury Studies in Philosophy
and Poetry.
Comparable titles:
rainer maria rilke, rick Anthony Furtak, trans., Sonnets to Orpheus (university of chicago Press, 2008) romano
guardini, Rilke’s Duino Elegies: An Interpretation (cluny media, 2019)
Stephanie Dowrick, In the Company of Rilke: Why a 20th Century Visionary Poet Speaks so Eloquently to 21st Century
Readers (Penguin, 2011)
catherine O’neil and Zbigniew Janowski, Juliusz Slowacki’s Agamemnon’s Tomb (St. Augustine’s Press)
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The Abandoned Generation
gABriele kuBy
with a Presentation by theresa Farnan
translated by James Patrick kirchner
Publication Date: November
220 pages, 6” x 9”
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-004-1 $21.00 trade
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-005-8
$21.00 trade
Categories: reLIgIoN/CatHoLIC StuDIeS & SoCIaL tHeory; eDuCatIoN
A broken family throws formidable stumbling blocks onto the path of life that a society as a whole must traverse.
But the stones under the feet of the children in these situations are the most hurtful and most in need of redress.
gabriele kuby answers the call and does so with an acute sense of responsibility. As a child of divorce and later
divorcee, kuby speaks to herself when she urges the men and women of her generation to consider how failing as
spouses we fail as parents, and as such cause the most trouble for our children.
reading kuby’s analysis of cultural, sociological and biological data, the danger is clear and present. yet kuby
asserts that, generally, our plight goes unnoticed and is veiled from our eyes. we need to see children for who and
what they really are to us, to the family, and society at large. in the words of Fulton Sheen, “children play a
redeemer role in the family. the represent the victory of love over the insatiable ego. they symbolize the defeat of
selfishness and the triumph of giving love.” tragically, children are increasingly less a part of western culture. this
leaves the family, in the best case scenario, an artifact, and in the worst case, a casualty.
the topics addressed by kuby cover towering influences in postmodern family life: gender politics, the abortion mentality, daycare (“Socialism 2.0”), premature stress, rights of children, digital distractions, pornography,
and divorce. A native german, kuby’s work is, heartbreakingly, as relevant to American society as her own. this
european perspective drives home the urgent need to recognize our situation as global and embedded, and one
that requires more than political mobilization of mainstream efforts and responses. what really is good and normal,
and how to we realize it? listen to the heartstrings that yearn for true knowledge of oneself, kuby implores, of
god, and how in the surprise of god’s mercy we are guided through life. kuby backs up this invitation to personal
conversion and betterment with hard data.

author bio:
gabriele kuby is a german sociologist, book author and international speaker. The Global Sexual Revolution –
Destruction of Freedom in the Name of Freedom has been translated into fifteen languages. Pope Benedict Xvi calls her
“a brave warrior against ideologies that ultimately result in the destruction of man.”
theresa Farnan is the author of Get Out Now: Why You Should Pull Your Child from Public School Before It’s Too Late
(with mary rice Hasson) and Where Did I Come From? Where Am I Going? How Do I Get There? (with charles e.
rice). A founding member of the Person and identity Project, Farnan is an authority on gender ideology, catholic
education, and the philosophy of John Paul ii and thomas Aquinas in the intersected areas of personalism, virtues,
and the vocation and dignity of women. She is also a television host and frequent guest on ewtn.

Comparable titles:
charles e. rice, Contraception and Persecution (St. Augustine’s Press)
mary eberstadt, Primal Screams: How the Sexual Revolution Created Identity Politics (templeton Press, 2019)
mary eberstadt. Adam and Eve After the Pill (ignatius Press, 2013)
Janet Smith, ed. Why Humanae vitae Is Still Right (ignatius Press, 2019)
Adrian reimers, The Good Is Love (St. Augustine’s Press, 2019).
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John Stuart Mill
articles, Columns, reviews and translations of Plato's Dialogues
eDiteD By ZBigniew JAnOwSki AnD JAcOB DuggAn
Afterword by nicholas capaldi
Publication Date: oCtober
525 pages pages, 6” x 9”
Hardback ISbN: 978-1-58731-413-1
$48.00 sp
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-414-8
$36.00 sp
Categories: PHILoSoPHy/PoLItICaL; PHILoSoPHy/aNCIeNt; PoLItICaL SCIeNCe/PoLItICaL & SoCIaL
tHeory
this is the second volume, following the well-received edition of mill’s writing essential to understanding the liberal tradition. His commentary on a full spectrum of issues gives further insight into the strengths and vulnerabilities of liberal democratic theory in practice. rare and difficult to locate material is here brought to attention and
made available.
the contribution of mill’s most authoritative biographer, nicholas capaldi, is a singular and unmatched highlight. the tenor of St. Augustine’s Press volumed on mill is distinct in its intention to place his work in the framework of political philosophy and the conversation of the viability of liberalism as a tradition of thought.
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Blessings of equal Justice
Persecution for religious Scruples
resurrection-men
Securities for good government
Parliamentary reform
Atrocities of the tread wheel
Old and new institutions
effects of gambling
Question of Population
effects of Periodical literature
the French elections
Prospects of France
use and Abuse of the Ballot
the truck System
the emigration Bill
the Parliamentary reform Bill
Herschel’s Preliminary Discourse
Attack on literature
the Peerage Question in France
the Sugar refinery Bill and the Slave trade
the irish character
employment of children in manufactories
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the House of lords [1]
the House of lords [2]
exception to the Objections to nominal Punishment
report on the Sanitary condition of the labouring Population of great Britain
enlightened infidelity
england and ireland
the French law Against the Press
the Attempt to exclude unbelievers from Parliament
corporal Punishment
the californian constitution
Questionable charity
the law of Assault
Punishment of children
the law of lunacy
A letter on Poland
england and europe
Advice to land reformers
Should Public Bodies be required to Sell their land?
the right of Property in land
review of grote’s History of Greece – Part 1
review of grote’s History of Greece – Part 2
review of grote’s History of Greece – Part 3
review of grote’s History of Greece – Part 4
review of grote’s History of Greece – Part 5
review of grote’s Plato and Other Companions of Sokrates
translation of Plato’s Apology of Socrates
translation of Plato’s Protagoras
translation of Plato’s Gorgias

Comparable titles:
nicholas capaldi, John Stuart Mill: A Biography (cambridge, 2004)
John Stuart mill, Principles of Politicla Economy and Chapters on Socialism (Oxford world’s classics, 2008)
John Stuart mill, Autobiography (Penguin classics, 1990)
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Tale of a Criminal Mind Gone Good
nAtHAn leFler
Publication Date: DeCember
96 pages, 4.5” x 7”
Paperback ISbN: 978-1-58731-871-9
ebook ISbN: 978-1-58731-872-6
Categories: LIterary CrItICISm

$10.00 sp
$10.00 sp

in this concise and creative book, nathan lefler places g. k. chesterton and rené girard in conversation on the
art of being deceived. the campaign to get rid of (or mythicize) the Judaic and the christian is not progress, it is
a fog. girard noted early on that returning preeminent status to the Judeo-christian influence would have the
(paradoxical) effect of clearing the air, such that humans might actually breath and reason well again.
Entrée g. k. chesterton. if girard recognizes the talent certain literary figures have for observing what celebrated philosophers fail to see, chesterton is one of these men of real vision. lefler in his match-making is interested in “romance and the romantic,” and placing girard and chesterton in a kind of dialogue he draws a clearer
concept of romanticism. who is the romatic hero? And why do we so badly need to know? if what lefler sees in
chesterton and girard requires “special pleading” on the part of the reader for the author to make himself more
clear, lefler obliges. He takes a sharp turn into the Father Brown stories and points the reader to chesterton’s
famous villain: Flambeau, the “colossus of crime”. the moral transition from sinner to saint in Flambeau is strikingly anti-romantic and, with girard in mind, also very much anti-mimetic. Or is it? lefler argues that even girard
would have “inclined his own regal forehead in delight and awe” at chesterton’s portrayal of the crowning
romantic quality and unlikely machete in an overgrown jungle of the self-intoxicated modern imagination––
namely, humility.
lefler makes his mark in several places with this new study. As literary critic, both chesterton and girard are
honored. As philosopher, lefler speaks as if somehow he managed to find a pocket of unpolluted air to breath. As
theologian, he betrays that he also loves what chesterton and girard loved. And as special service to the reader,
the full text of chesterton’s The Queer Feet is provided.
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the importance of engaging the problems of contemporary political theory has brought us to an unprecedented
reliance on the historical commentary already provided by giants like Alexis de tocqueville and edmund Burke.
Among these is also the less often noted numa Denis Fustel de coulanges and his landmark work, The Ancient
City.
Fustel de coulanges plunged deep into the world and language of the ancient greeks and romans. His presentation of religion as a factor in civilization equates to a vision of how and why the ancient city-state died. this
is a non-partisan and spiritually unmotivated work of political-philosophical merit, in which from a perspective
of cartesian doubt coulanges strips away layers of cultural façade until the most foundational and hidden stratospheres of greek and roman institutions are laid bare.
The Ancient City places ancient greek and roman cities in relation to each other, and the daily life in both are
illustrated in detail. morality and custom are rendered as living and breathing entities, and the dynamics of social
life are displayed in a way that the tragic influence of christianity is rendered obvious, yet not heartbreaking.
this new translation is an essential component to a well-rounded understanding of where the notion of the
city and political ordering come from, the role of religion in politics, the development of law, and its reliance on
custom and the eternal fabric of the family.
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